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Introduction 
I like to call the automations I create in Automation Manager recipes. These recipes contain the 

ingredients you use to make some of the automations I demonstrated at the conference. With this 

documentation, you should be able to take that recipe and use your own ingredients to make this recipe 

your own.  
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Tips and Tricks 
Before going into the recipes, let’s cover some tips and tricks I have learned while creating many of 

these automations. While you can play all you want, ultimately, we are usually under time crunches and 

don’t have unlimited time to play with this type of stuff. So here are some time savers and other things I 

have learned along the way. 

• Always test in a test environment first. 

• Some of these are very elaborate and tedious to do a second time. If you can, create the 

automation in live, do a backup and refresh your test environment. In test you have a copy of 

the automation now for testing. Fix anything you tweaked in test to make it work back to live for 

the final version. Paranoid? Backup and refresh test a second time and test once more before 

activating it in live. 

• Diagraming it out sometimes helps to figure out what you need to do. 

• Sometimes, when creating advanced filters, you don’t know what field name to use. Create a 

dummy condition block and choose the field you want to get and compare that to a value (like 

null or 0). Then click on the (s) to get the full field name. 

• Use a text editor, like Notepad or Notepad++, to build your advanced filters then copy them into 

the browser from there. This allows you to better visually see what you are typing up and try 

different variations of setting it up. 

• Programmers like to debug, we can’t do that here, but we can send emails. Send yourself an 

email at the more complicated parts with the fields you need to see.  

• Campus has some good information on the more advanced features you can do in automations. 

I have these bookmarked: 

o Filter Syntax Properties - 

https://campus.cartegraph.com/Help/System_Overview/Filters/Filter_Syntax_Propertie

s 

o Functions in Syntax View - 

https://campus.cartegraph.com/Help/System_Overview/Filters/Functions_in_Syntax_Vi

ew 

https://campus.cartegraph.com/Help/System_Overview/Filters/Filter_Syntax_Properties
https://campus.cartegraph.com/Help/System_Overview/Filters/Filter_Syntax_Properties
https://campus.cartegraph.com/Help/System_Overview/Filters/Functions_in_Syntax_View
https://campus.cartegraph.com/Help/System_Overview/Filters/Functions_in_Syntax_View
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Create Work Order from new Preventative Maintenance Tasks 
With this recipe, you can combine tasks from a preventative maintenance plan into one work order. 

Here is what it will look like in the end. 

 

1. First, use the Create or edit records after a task is created trigger. You can modify this by only 

triggering on certain departments or activity types.

 
2. Next we need an Aggregate block to look for any open work orders with this plan name. For this 

one, we need to compare the Plan Name on the Work Order and the Plan on the task so you’ll 

have to click the (s) to fully build this step. 
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3. The Condition block is then used to compare the number generated from the aggregate block to 

see if any work orders exist. If it’s 0, then create the work order using the Create Record block. 

Our staff also wanted an email when that was created, so we added that in the Condition block 

as well. 

 

 
4. The Loop Records block is then used to either grab that new work order or pull that existing 

work order so we can add that work order number to the task. This uses the same filter as the 

previous condition block. 
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5. Within that we need another Loop records block to pull up the task so we can use a Set Fields 

block to add the work order to the task. Make sure to include a Save Record block to save your 

change. 

 

After you have tested this in test, you should be able to run this in your live system. 

Testing Tips 
This is a hard one to test. I ended up, in test, creating a dummy PM plan that ran daily until I was 

confident that it was working correctly.  
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Automate Install/Replace Dates 
If you are collecting the install/replace dates in ArcGIS then pushing them to Cartegraph, here is a way 

to automate that process. This is a two automation process, one will update the install date the other 

will update the replace date. 

Install Date Automation 
1. Create a field on the asset(s). I called it “City Install Date”. Link that new field to the ArcGIS 

install date. 

2. Start with a Create or edit records after an asset is created or edited trigger. 

 
Extend the trigger with the following logic: 

 
This will only run this if GIS is doing the updating and only if it’s an active asset. 
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3. Next use an Aggregate block to look to see if there were previous install tasks. 

 
4. Then use a Condition block to get the count of how many install tasks you find. 

 

 
5. In the condition block, add a Create Task block to create your install task. Make sure to include 

status and change your status to Completed. 

This will now automatically create an install task if one doesn’t exist and thus update your install 

date on the asset. 
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Replace Date Automation 
1. Start with a Create or edit records after an asset is created trigger. 

 
Extend the trigger with the following filter: 

 
2. Just like the other automation, we need an Aggregate block to check for existing replacement 

tasks. This will only look for one with the date in the City Install Date. This should work for when 

it gets replaced a second or third time. 
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3. Again, a Condition block is used to see how many of these replace tasks exist. 

 

 
4. In the condition block, add a Create Task block to create your install task. Make sure to include 

status and change your status to Completed. 
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Water Hydrant GPM Calculation 
Here is how I am calculating the GPM on hydrants. Please make sure to verify that this same calculation 

will work for you before implementing. This formula matches up to our grid we used previously to get 

the Gallon Per Minute flow. 

1. Use the Verify or perform a calculation before a task is saved trigger. Extend the trigger with the 

following filter. 

 
This will make sure it only does the validation when they are closing the task and not at any 

point before that (like assigning to staff). 

2. Next I use a series of Condition blocks to validate that all of the required information has been 

entered. I use the Error Message block to throw an error back to the user.
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3. The magic happens next. First I do one last check that the required fields are not empty. 

 

 
4. Then use a Set Fields block. Add the GPM field to this and set the field type to (s) Syntax. This 

formula worked for us and matched up with our charts (NOTE: you may need to adjust this 

formula to work with your system): 
(29.83)*(0.9)*POWER([eventsource|OrificeSize],2)* 

(SQRT([eventsource|Pitot])) 

 

As you can see, Cartegraph has the ability to do advanced formulas and calculate out this GPM 

flow. 
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Preventative Maintenance Based on Usage 
Cartegraph can do this with Equipment/Fleet but not any other asset type, this changes today. There are 

additional fields that are needed on each asset you want to do this on and you will have to create these 

same set of automations for each asset.  

NOTE: While you can use any field name you want, do not use built-in reserved fieldnames like “Usage”. 

This will cause issues in Cartegraph and you will be required to delete and recreate that field to fix the 

issue. 

Required Fields 
First you will need to add a bunch of fields added in various places in Cartegraph. 

On the asset: 

• Current Usage 

• Last PM Usage 

• PM Interval 

• Last PM Date 

• PM Date Interval (in months) 

On the task: 

• Current Usage 

On the inspection child record on the asset (if you want to collect the data via inspection): 

• Current Usage 

Copy Current Usage to the Asset 
This one is really simple. When the inspection is completed, update the task. When the task is closed, 

update the asset. Or you can update the asset directly after the inspection has been completed like I 

have in this example.  

1. Use the trigger Create or edit records after a child record is created or edited. Extend your trigger 

to check if the inspection is completed. 
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2. I won’t dive into each step here, but we update the task, get the task record so we can get the 

asset record, then we update the Record Hours field on the asset and save the updates.

 

 

Automation to Create the Preventative Maintenance Tasks 
With this one, you can get a bit creative. You can easily turn this into a scheduled automation that runs 

nightly. For this demo, I decided to have it trigger automatically. 

1. Start out by using the Create or edit records after an asset is edited and we extend that trigger 

by using this filter. 

 
2. Here is where we are going from there. As an overview, we are first going to see if the current 

usage is greater than the last PM usage + the PM interval, if that condition isn’t met, then we 

compare the last PM date vs today and see how that compares to the time interval specified. If 

either condition is met, then create your PM task. You also see some Debug email steps, those 
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will be removed when this goes live. 

 
3. Let’s start this by adding a Condition block. In this block, we’ll need to see if the current usage is 

greater than or equal to the Last PM Usage + the PM Usage Interval (shown here as Usage 

Period). 

 
4. Now we could just create the PM task here, but you might end up getting lots of extra PM tasks. 

So first we add an Aggregate block to look for open PM tasks  
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5. Then add a Condition block to check to see if an open Preventative Maintenance task already 

exists. 

 
6. Create your PM task within that condition block. 
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7. Below the first condition block add another condition block (see full screenshot above). 

 
This one will check the opposite of the first condition so it will only process if it doesn’t fall into 

the other condition.  

8. Within there add another Condition block. 

 
This condition compares the number of months between the last PM date and today. If it’s 

greater than or equal to the number of months, then it will run the blocks within it. 

9. From there, just like in the first condition block, we check to see if there are any open PM tasks 

and will create a new one if one doesn’t exist.  Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 to accomplish that. 

Once you have it created. You will need to test this. I do that by manually adjusting the fields on the 

asset and testing each possibility. I added email blocks in the automation so I can get an email when it 

hits a point in the automation. If I don’t get an email, I know something is up and I look at the log. 
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Automation to Update the Asset from the PM Task 
This is another easy one. This one will just update the asset’s PM details so the system knows when it 

was last completed. 

1. Use the Create or edit records after a task is edited trigger and expand the trigger using the 

following. 

 
The status is completed and status (initial) is not completed will allow this to only run once 

when the task is closed. 

2. Finally, use the Update Record block to update your fields. 

 


